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# ONE-PLAYER MISSIONS 
 



# Level 1 - This mission was formerly ‘Starting Out’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Easy Pickings" 

 Objective "The ship’s scanners have detected some Energy Crystals in a small 

cavern just below the planet’s surface - and I need you to find them!&&I’ve found a safe place 

to beam you down, just to the east of an underground river running through the cavern. The 

Energy Crystals are on the other side of the river so you’ll need to find a way to get across 

it.&&When you’ve found enough Energy Crystals make your way back to the Teleport Pad so 

that I can beam you back home." 

 OutOfTime “Keep an eye on the clock, Rock Raider – time is precious!” 

 OutOfEnergy “Bad luck, Rock Raider!  Your shield ran out, so I had to beam you 

back to the ship.”  

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Congratulations, Rock Raider!  You found the Energy Crystals and 

returned home safely!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 2 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Water Ways" 

 Objective "One of our deep survey teams has reported faint traces of Energy 

Crystals in a newly-discovered cavern.  As you’re our best Rock Raider, I’m asking you to find 

them.&&There is a large underground lake to the north of the cavern, so I’ve teleported down 

a Rapid Rider in case you need it.&&After you’ve collected sufficient Energy Crystals head 

back to the Teleport Pad and I’ll beam you home.&&One last thing, Rock Raider - there are 

reports of… things… moving down there, so be careful!" 

 OutOfTime “Bad luck, Rock Raider – you were just a little too slow.” 

 OutOfEnergy “That was a close call, Rock Raider!  I had to beam you back to the 

ship because your shield ran out!” 

Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Excellent work, Rock Raider – you got the Energy Crystals! I knew 

you wouldn’t let me down!" 

} 

 

 



# Level 3 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Rescue Mission" 

 Objective "Terrible news, Rock Raider!  Two members of a deep survey team 

have got lost in an undergound tunnel system.&&Normally I would just beam them out but 

due to interference from a solar storm the Teleport System can’t get a lock on them.  Can you 

go down there and find them for me?&&I’ve beamed down a Tunnel Scout to help you get 

around more quickly, but because of the Teleporter problems I’m not sure exactly where it 

is…&&Time is of the essence, Rock Raider – I want those people home as quickly as 

possible!" 

 OutOfTime “You’re taking too long, Rock Raider!  You need to work a little 

faster.” 

 OutOfEnergy “Thank goodness I beamed you out when I did, Rock Raider – your 

shield was running on empty!” 

 EssentialDestroyed “You need to be more careful, Rock Raider – that vehicle 

was vital to completing this mission!” 

Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Great job!  Those two Rock Raiders are home safe and sound!  I 

can’t thank you enough!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 4 - This mission was formerly ‘Drill Through The Night’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Ore-some!" 

 Objective "Contact has been lost with a Teleport Pad to the south-east of a 

mining pit.  I need you to get it back on-line.&&Unfortunately, the Teleport Pad lies on the 

other side of an underground river.  I can’t beam down any vehicles to help you, as the ship’s 

Ore reserves are too low.&&.If you manage to find some Ore then contact me via the Teleport 

Station - our technicians might be able to build something with it.&&One final piece of 

information: the scanners have detected Energy Crystals in the area.  It’s not essential that 

you find them, but I’d be very pleased if you did!  Good luck!" 

 OutOfTime “Got rocks in your boots, Rock Raider?  You need to move faster to 

beat this mission!” 

 OutOfEnergy “That was too close, Rock Raider – your shield was out of power, but 

luckily I managed to beam you out before you came to any harm!!” 



 EssentialDestroyed “Take more care, Rock Raider – without that vehicle it’s 

impossible to complete this mission!” 

Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "I’ve just been told that the Teleport Pad is back on-line!  Excellent 

work, Rock Raider!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 26 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Blown Away" 

 Objective "We are in desperate need of Energy Crystals to power the 

Explorer's main reactor core - and I've decided that you're the person to find some!&&The 

ship's sensors have detected an underground area rich in Energy Crystals, and I've managed 

to beam down a Teleport Pad right in the middle of it.&&Collect as many Energy Crystals as 

you can then return to the Teleport Pad.  Good luck – I’m counting on you!" 

 OutOfTime “Every second counts in this mission, Rock Raider!  Try to work 

faster!” 

 OutOfEnergy “Sorry to cut short your search, Rock Raider, but your shield was out 

of power!” 

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

Completion "You did it, Rock Raider! Thanks to you the ship’s reactor core is 

running at full power!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 32 - This mission was formerly ‘Crystal Caverns’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Crystal Crazy" 

 Objective "At last it looks like our luck is changing, Rock Raider! A deep survey 

team has just found a cave packed to the roof with precious Energy Crystals!&&Your mission 

is to find and collect the Energy Crystals so that we can put the next phase of our plan to get 

home into operation.&&I should warn you that it’s not all good news – the deep survey team 

reports that the cave is full of alien lifeforms. One of the team even claims he saw a giant Ice 

Monster but don’t worry – I’m sure he was mistaken…" 



 OutOfTime “You’ll have to work faster next time, Rock Raider - I need those 

Energy Crystals urgently!” 

 OutOfEnergy “Phew! That was too close, Rock Raider! Your shield was gone!” 

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Wonderful! I know things got a little hairy down there, Rock Raider, 

but you did it! We’ve now got enough Energy Crystals to begin exploring deeper into the 

planet’s core." 

} 

 

 

# Level 27 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Into The Spiders’ Nest" 

 Objective "A deep survey team was investigating a spiders’ nest when their 

communications system developed a fault – now I’ve no idea where they are!&&I’ll beam you 

down to the nest’s entrance, then you’ve got to locate them so that I can lock onto them with 

the Teleport System.  Once you’ve found all the team members, return to the Teleport Pad so 

I can beam you out too.&&Watch out for sticky spider’s web – if you get caught on it, use your 

Pusher Gun to blast it away.  The survey team was equipped with a Loader Dozer – if you 

find it, you can use its bucket scoop to clear web more quickly.&&Be as fast as you can, Rock 

Raider – those people are in serious danger!" 

 OutOfEnergy “Are you okay, Rock Raider?  I had to pull you out – your shield was 

too low!” 

 OutOfTime “You did your best, Rock Raider, but you were taking just a little too 

long to complete the mission.” 

Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Well done, Rock Raider, everyone’s back onboard!  The leader of 

the deep survey team asked me to thank you for rescuing them!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 25 - This mission was formerly ‘Lake of Doom’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Slug Lake" 

 Objective "Feel in the mood for an Energy Crystal hunt, Rock Raider?  The ship 

is running low on energy again, so your help would be greatly appreciated.&&We’ve detected 



several Energy Crystals lying on the shore of a large underground lake. Use any means at 

your disposal to collect the Energy Crystals as quickly as possible, then return to the Teleport 

Pad.&&Our sensors have detected some unusual lifeforms down there, so take care." 

 OutOfEnergy “Another close shave, eh Rock Raider? Lucky I beamed you out 

when I did!” 

 OutOfTime “You’re out of time, Rock Raider – next time you’ll have to go a little 

faster!” 

Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Another fine job, Rock Raider! Those Energy Crystals are being put 

to good use right now!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 16  
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Rapid Rush" 

 Objective "An Energy Crystal has been detected lying at the end of an 

underground river.  Unfortunately, we have also detected a hungry Rock Whale heading 

straight for it!&&This Energy Crystal emits massive power levels and is very rare, so I need 

you to use the Rapid Rider to get to it before the Rock Whale does.&&We also believe there 

are more Energy Crystals hidden in caverns off the side of the river, but only attempt to get 

them if you think you have enough time to spare!  Good luck!" 

 OutOfEnergy “Keep an eye on your shield, Rock Raider!  If it gets too low I have to 

beam you out!” 

OutOfTime "Oh bad luck, Rock Raider!  The Rock Whale just managed to get to 

the Energy Crystal before you did." 

Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion “Pretty slick moves there, Rock Raider!  You beat the Rock Whale to 

the Energy Crystal!" 

} 

 

 
# Level 15 - This mission was formerly ‘It Ain't Half Hot, Minifigure’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Hot Scoop!" 



 Objective "Things are starting to heat up now, Rock Raider!  We’ve found a rich 

seam of Energy Crystals and I want you to collect them.&&During your search you’ll 

encounter walls of hard rock, but I’ve provided you with a Chrome Crusher which will cut 

through them with ease.&&The main problem you’ll face is getting the Chrome Crusher 

across the pools of lava in your way.  I advise you to use the Tunnel Transport and scoop to 

pick up water – you can then drop this on the molten magma to form bridges.&&A word of 

warning, though: we’ve been getting some major lifeform readings in the area, so watch out!" 

 OutOfTime “You’ve got to work faster, Rock Raider!  Remember: every second 

counts!” 

 OutOfEnergy “Looks like things got a little too hot down there, Rock Raider – your 

shield was totally fried!” 

 EssentialDestroyed “Too bad, Rock Raider - that vehicle was vital to completing 

this mission!” 

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "You got the Energy Crystals!  That was a most impressive piece of 

flying, Rock Raider!" 

} 

 

 
# Level 6 - This mission was formerly ‘Crystal Quest’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "High Flyer" 

 Objective "Our scientists have detected unusual Energy Crystals near an 

underground lake, and they need you to bring them back to the ship for analysis.&&Collect as 

many Energy Crystals as possible, then return to the Teleport Pad.&&Many of the Energy 

Crystals are unreachable on foot, but we need Ore before we can build a flying vehicle.  Take 

any Ore you find to the Teleport Station, then I’ll beam down a Tunnel Scout to help you." 

 OutOfTime “I know you tried hard, Rock Raider, but you were just a little too 

slow.” 

 OutOfEnergy “Too bad, Rock Raider!  Your shield ran dry, so I had to beam you 

out.” 

 EssentialDestroyed “Steady, Rock Raider - that vehicle was vital to completing 

this mission!” 

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Great job, Rock Raider!  Our scientists are now hard at work 

analyzing those Energy Crystals. I wonder what mysteries they hold?" 

} 



 

 
# Level 23 - This mission was formerly ‘Fire & Ice’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Trapped!" 

 Objective "Oh, what a disaster! A mining team is trapped in a cave by a Rock 

Monster. You’ve got to rescue them!&&I’ll beam you down to a safe position – you must then 

make your way north to where the miners are hiding.&&The ship’s scanners have also 

detected Energy Crystals in the area, but only go for them if you have time – your first priority 

is to save those people!&&Before this incident the miners claimed they encountered a 

slumbering ‘Rock Whale’. I wonder if these peaceful beasts could help you at all?" 

 OutOfEnergy “That was close, Rock Raider!  Your shield was totally depleted!” 

 OutOfTime “You took just a little too long, Rock Raider.  I need to get help to 

those people urgently!” 

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Another exceptional performance, Rock Raider!  The miners are 

safe, and they’ve told us the location of some shafts that lead deeper into the planet’s core!  

There should be enough Energy Crystals down there to get us home in next to no time!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 22  
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Express Delivery" 

 Objective "Following an intensive mining shift, a Small Digger needs returning 

to the LMS Explorer for urgent repairs and maintenance work.&&Use the Tunnel Transport to 

carry the Digger to the Teleport Station in the north.  Take care not to smash the Digger into 

any rock walls or obstacles – they can’t take too many heavy knocks!&&There’s not a second 

to waste, Rock Raider – I need that Digger back up and running as soon as possible!" 

 OutOfEnergy “Bad luck, Rock Raider!  Your shield ran out, so I had to beam you 

back to the ship.”  

 OutOfTime “Sorry - you’re taking too long, Rock Raider!  I need that Small 

Digger back on the ship on the double!” 

EssentialDestroyed “You must be more careful, Rock Raider – that vehicle was 

vital to this mission’s success!” 

Failure  " That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to 

complete the mission!” 



 Completion "Pretty slick flying, Rock Raider!  The Small Digger is being repaired 

right now, and should be back at work within hours!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 21  
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Dozer Daze" 

 Objective "I’ve got a big problem at one of our key mining operations.  Due to a 

malfunction in the Teleport System, an urgently-needed Chrome Crusher has been beamed 

down to an empty cavern some way south of the mining site.&&I need you to go down there 

and make sure that the Chrome Crusher gets to its destination safely.  Normally I wouldn’t 

ask you to do a simple job like this but… it’s not as simple as it sounds.  Between the Chrome 

Crusher and the mining site lies a vast spiders’ nest.  Needless to say, you should be 

careful!&&You are authorized to use any equipment or vehicles you find to ensure that the 

Chrome Crusher gets to the mining site as quickly as possible." 

 OutOfTime “Sorry, Rock Raider, but you’re taking too long.  I need that Chrome 

Crusher on-site and working now!” 

OutOfEnergy “Bad luck, Rock Raider!  Your shield was too low, so you had to go!” 

EssentialDestroyed “Oh no!  What a disaster!  We really needed that vehicle!” 

Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Great work, Rock Raider!  That Chrome Crusher will really help 

speed up the mining operation!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 18 - This mission was formerly ‘Fly Around’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Smoke On The Water" 

 Objective "Our technicians think they have managed to fix the damaged 

Hyperdrive on the LMS Explorer.  They want to perform some tests to check it’s working okay, 

but all our Energy Crystal reserves have been used up!&&Luckily the ship’s scanners have 

just detected some Energy Crystals in a new underground chamber, and I’d like you to go and 

get them.&&I don’t like to rush you, Rock Raider, but it’s essential that the technicians begin 

testing as quickly as possible – the sooner the Hyperdrive works, the sooner we can get 

home!" 



 OutOfTime “I’m sorry to call an end to your mission, Rock Raider, but you were 

taking just a little too much time…” 

 OutOfEnergy “You’ve got to look after yourself more, Rock Raider – your shield 

was completely out.” 

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Many thanks, Rock Raider!  The technicians have started their tests 

and it seems that although there are a few bugs to fix, we’re closer to getting home!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 24  
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Ring Of Fire" 

 Objective "One of our mining teams was trying to recover a valuable haul of 

Energy Crystals lying around the edge of a lava lake.  Unfortunately, the intense heat became 

too much for them and I had to beam them back to the ship.&&There’s still a lot of Energy 

Crystals down there that we need desperately, so that’s why I’ve called you in.&&Our 

scientists estimate that you’ll only have a few minutes to do the job before the heat will start 

causing equipment malfunctions.  I’ll be monitoring you closely all the time you’re down there 

– if things get too hot, I’ll pull you out.  Good luck!" 

 OutOfTime “Time’s up, I’m afraid!  When you can’t stand the heat, you have to 

get out of the kitchen!” 

 OutOfEnergy “Things get a little TOO hot, Rock Raider?  I thought so - your shield 

was totally burned out.” 

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Don’t sweat it, Rock Raider – you did great today!  I knew I could 

rely on you to stay cool in a crisis!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 28 - This mission was formerly ‘Quest For Ore’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "The Maze" 

 Objective "You’ll have to keep your wits about you on this mission, Rock 

Raider.  Energy Crystals have been detected scattered around a twisting network of tunnels 

and caves.&&To make matters even more complicated, there’s a subterranean river running 



through the area – I’ll leave it to you to work out how to get across it.&&It’ll take someone 

really special to find all those Energy Crystals – someone like you!  Get to it, Rock Raider, 

and good luck!" 

 OutOfTime “Did you get lost, Rock Raider?  That must be why you took so long!” 

 OutOfEnergy “Back so soon, Rock Raider?  Your shield ran dry, so I had to beam 

you back to the ship.”  

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "A-maze-ing work, Rock Raider!  I don’t know how you did it, but you 

did it!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 10 - This mission was formerly ‘Hop, Skip and Jump’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "The Last Stand" 

 Objective "This is a proud moment, Rock Raider!  The Explorer has been totally 

repaired and our Energy Crystal reserves are full – and it’s all thanks to you!  I’ve ordered our 

mining teams to return to the ship and prepare for the long journey home.&&There’s a 

problem, though – one of the mining teams hasn’t reported in, and  I fear they may be trapped 

somewhere!  Can you go and find them?&&As always, time is short.  The team was working 

from a base in the middle of a lava lake.  Unfortunately, our scientists estimate that the lava 

levels are going to rise in a few minutes due to underground earthquakes – and you don’t 

want to be there when that happens!&&Once you’ve found all the team members, make your 

way to the nearest Teleport Pad.  You’ll need to find some Energy Crystals to power it, as all 

the ones onboard are being used to fuel the Hyperdrive." 

 OutOfTime “Time to leave, Rock Raider!  Those lava levels are starting to rise!” 

 OutOfEnergy “Ouch!  Are you okay, Rock Raider?  Your shield was fried!”  

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "You made it!  Congratulations, Rock Raider!  Everyone’s safely 

onboard, and I’ve given the order to activate the Hyperdrive.  Strap yourself in and relax, 

Rock Raider – we’re going home…" 

} 

 

 

# Level 30 - This mission was formerly ‘Lava Madness’ 
Messages 

{ 



 Name  "Transport Crisis" 

 Objective "A rich haul of Energy Crystals has been detected in the vicinity of a 

lava lake.  Unfortunately, the lake is unstable – our scientists estimate there are just a few 

minutes before the lava levels rise dramatically.&&I want you to retrieve as many Energy 

Crystals as possible, then return to the Teleport Pad so I can beam you home.  I’ll be 

monitoring the situation closely – if you look like you’re in danger, I’ll beam you back to the 

ship.&&I’ve already beamed down a Tunnel Transport to help you get about.  When using it, 

remember that it can only land on Landing Pads!" 

 OutOfTime “You’re out of there, Rock Raider!  The lava lake is beginning to rise!” 

 OutOfEnergy “That mission too hot to handle, Rock Raider?  Your shield was out!”  

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Good going, Rock Raider!  Those Energy Crystals will come in real 

handy!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 31 - This mission was formerly ‘By Land, By Air, By Lego’ 
Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Whale Song" 

 Objective "Some essential Energy Crystals have been detected right in the 

middle of a network of tunnels and I need you to find them.&&The tunnels are inhabited by 

several Rock Whales.  Although peaceful, these strange creatures are large and fast moving, 

so it’s best not to get in their way!&&Our scientists have made two major discoveries about 

the Rock Whales: (1) if they jump into water they can be used as bridges, and (2) sleeping 

Rock Whales can be made to move with a quick Pusher Beam blast.  Remember this 

information, as it may prove useful.&&Once you’ve found sufficient Energy Crystals, return to 

the ship via the Teleport Pad." 

 OutOfTime “You need to be a little faster, Rock Raider!  There’s no time for 

napping on this job!” 

 OutOfEnergy “I told you to take care, Rock Raider!  Your shield was dangerously 

low!”  

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion “You got the Energy Crystals!  ‘Whale’ done, Rock Raider!" 

} 

 

 

# Level 34 - This mission was formerly ‘Fire Island B Level 3’ 



Messages 

{ 

 Name  "Hop To It!" 

 Objective "This is an extremely tough mission, Rock Raider, and I want my best 

person to tackle it – and that means you!&&A team of Rock Raiders were mining in a cave 

when they accidentally opened up an undetected lava stream.  They’re now trapped in the 

middle of a lava lake!&&As if the situation wasn’t bad enough already, Rock Monsters have 

been detected in the area.  Suffice it to say, I need you to rescue those people as quickly as 

possible.  Good luck!" 

 OutOfTime “Sorry, Rock Raider!  If you’re too slow then you’ve got to go!” 

 OutOfEnergy “Time to leave, Rock Raider – with your shield so low, it’s just too 

dangerous to stay!”  

 Failure  "That was good work, Rock Raider, but not good enough to complete 

the mission!” 

 Completion "Another fine job, Rock Raider!  Everyone’s safely back onboard the 

Explorer!" 

} 
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